We discuss the theoretical estimates and perspectives of the measurements of doubly diffractive production in central proton-proton collisions, pp → pXp at LHC energy, where a pure double Pomeron exchange is predicted. Such study can be made by measurements using one of the two general-purpose LHC detectors, CMS or ATLAS, and with a set of special tracking detectors located close to the beam at distances more than 100 meters from the interaction point to detect the diffractively scattered protons. This study is interesting due to the intensive glueball production expected in the mass region below 10 GeV and due to the unique possibility of the measurements of exclusive Higgs production in double Pomeron exchange.
Introduction
This paper is mainly devoted to the exclusive measurements of central production in proton-proton collisions: pp → pXp.
The X, produced in the interaction of the two exchanged particles which can be Reggeons (R) or Pomerons (P ), is called a central particle (or system) due to its pseudorapidity which is close to 0. Such reactions are predicted to be a source of glueballs or gluonic rich states when both of the exchanged particles are Pomerons (Double Pomeron Exchange (DPE)). The reaction 1 has been studied at CERN in fixed target experiments at different energy, WA76 ( √ s=12.7 and 23.8 GeV), WA91, NA12/2, WA102 ( √ s=29.1 GeV), as well at colliders, UA8 at CERN SppS ( √ s = 630 GeV). WA102 experiment produced the largest and detailed data set at low energy. Many new results have been obtained in hadron spectroscopy (see, for example, [1] ), in particular, efforts have been made to find new kinematic variables which could separate states with a strong gluon component from ordinary mesons. Two interesting effects are observed by the Collaboration.
One of them is the so-called glueball-filter. It was proposed to analyse the data at different values of the kinematic variable dP T , the difference between the transverse momentum vectors of the exchanged particles 1 . The Collaboration obtained the ratio, R, of the production cross-section for small dP T (≤ 0.2 GeV) and large dP T (≥ 0.5 GeV) for different resonances [1] . It was observed that the resonances studied can be separated into 3 groups according to R. The values of R for different resonances are shown in figure 2. It is interesting to note (left part of the figure) that all the undisputedstates, namely those with positive G parity and I = 0, have a very small value for this ratio (≤ 0.1). Some of the states (central part) with I = 1 or negative G parity, which cannot be produced by double Pomeron exchange, have a slightly higher value (≈ 0.25). All the 1 dP T = (P x 1 − P x 2 ) 2 + (P y 1 − P y 2 ) 2 , where P 1 and P 2 are the momenta of the exchanged particles.
1 states which can be considered as candidates for glueballs (right part) have a large value for this ratio, close to 1. Until now, this effect has not had any convincing theoretical explanation, but it can indicate the possibility of a glueball-qq filter mechanism in central production. With such a filter, all the undisputedstates are observed to be suppressed at small dP T , but the glueball candidates f 0 (1500), f 0 (1710), f 2 (1950), together with the enigmatic f 0 (980), survive.
Figure 2:
The ratio, R, of the production cross-section for small dP T (≤ 0.2 GeV) and large dP T (≥ 0.5 GeV) for different resonances.
The second effect observed in the WA102 experiment is an interesting behaviour of the azimuthal angle, φ pp , between the transverse momentum vectors of the outgoing protons. Naively, it would have been expected that this angle should be flat irrespective of the resonances produced. The experimentally observed φ pp dependences are clearly non-flat and considerable variations are found between resonances with different J P C . Figure 3 shows the φ pp -dependences for several resonances. Several theoretical papers have been published on the φ pp -dependence [2, 3] . All agree that the exchanged particle must have J > 0 and that J = 1 is the simplest explanation. Using γγ collisions as an analogy, Close and Schuler [3] have calculated the φ pp and t 2 dependences for the production of resonances with different J P C . In their model of double Pomeron exchange the Pomeron acts as a nonconserved vector current. In the reference [4] this model was tested for some resonances with
For these states, a good description of the experimental data was obtained. It is interesting that φ pp has a different behaviour for the undisputedstates and for the glueball candidates with identical quantum numbers J P C (f 0 (1370) and f 0 (1500) with J P C = 0 ++ , f 2 (1270) and f 2 (1950) with J P C = 2 ++ ). Attempts to find some kind of a filter for the separation of gluon rich states from ordinary ones are very important because the question "where is a glueball ?" is still open. Some authors suggest scenarios in which a scalar glueball mixes with twostates. F.Close and A.Kirk [5] on the basis of the WA102 data predict the following mixing Now several different receipts of the mixing are suggested by other authors [6] . Unfortunately they give absolutely different values for the quarkonium and glueball contributions to these 3 scalar states 3 . However, there is some optimism to solve the "glueball puzzle" at higher energy based on some theoretical estimates and on the recent result of the UA8 Collaboration [8] at CERN. Indeed there are theoretical predictions [9] for the intensities of the different types of exchange in function of the centre of mass energy:
3 All these mixing scenarios are collected and discussed in the review of E.Klempt [7] where RR, RP and P P mean respectively Reggeon-Reggeon, Reggeon-Pomeron and Pomeron-Pomeron exchanges. These show that the contribution of the double Pomeron exchange in relation to the Reggeon-Reggeon and Pomeron-Pomeron exchanges in the cross-section of reaction 1 increases with the increase of the energy. So the production of central resonances with a rich gluon component becomes dominant. The results obtained by the experiments WA76, WA91 and WA102 [10] at different energies confirm the theoretical predictions 2 shown above. For example, the production of ρ o (770), which has an isospin 1 and cannot be produced in a DPE, becomes less important with increasing s. The η (958) production, that experimentally does not depend on s, can be explained naturally by a double Pomeron exchange. Recently UA8 Collaboration [8] reported new results based on its 1989 year data sample at the CERN SppS collider. In particular, they studied the reaction pp → pXp at √ s = 630 GeV, where X is a set of hadrons in the central rapidity region. The dependence of the total cross-section as function of the X mass is shown on the figure by black circles. The white circles show the cross-section for the X production in the single diffraction:
The data display a wide maximum in the mass region up to 10 GeV with a cross-section, few mb, that is an order of magnitude larger than the one predicted. This could be explained by an intensive resonance glueball production in this region of mass. Unfortunately, the UA8 detector was a calorimeter with a mass resolution about 2 GeV, too poor to see any mass structure in the cross-section.
At this point, we can answer to the question: "Why would it be of great interest to extend the study of the central production reaction at such a high LHC energy?" In the WA102 experiment at √ s ≈ 30 GeV we had approximately equal contributions of Reggeon-Reggeon (RR) + Reggeon-Pomeron (RP ) and Pomeron-Pomeron (P P ) exchanges: (σ RR + σ RP )/σ P P ≈ 1. In UA8 at √ s = 630 GeV this ratio is ≈ 0.05 GeV and at the LHC energy, √ s = 14 TeV, it would be ≈ 0.001. So at LHC energies we can expect a pure Double Pomeron Exchange and an absence of Reggeon exchanges of any kind. This creates a favourable condition for gluon rich states production (LHC can be considered as a "glueball factory") and a comfortable backgroundless condition for their observation comparing with a lower energy. The UA8 result looks very encouraging and allows the expectation of a more exciting result at the LHC energy. Of course, the mass resolution should noticeably be improved compared to UA8 to study possible structures in the low mass region.
The cross-section for DPE at the LHC energy can be estimated using the results of WA102 (σ DP E =0.14 mb at √ s = 28 GeV) and equations 2. From these one can see that σ DP E is approximately constant in terms of s. To be more precise, theory predicts that σ DP E depends on s as s 0.08 [11] . Thus, we can assume that at √ s = 14TeV σ DP E =0.37 mb giving ≈ 350000 DPE events/day (non-corrected by any efficiency) at a luminosity as low as L = 10 28 cm −2 s −1 (it will be explained below why we use this value for the luminosity). The advantages of a study of the central production (reaction 1) at the LHC energy are more striking if one shifts the study of low X mass (several GeV) to much heavier objects. One of the main goals of the LHC is the search for the Higgs boson. It turns out, that the Higgs can be produced in the central proton-proton collisions (reaction 1) by DPE exchange. Some estimates of the cross-section for the exclusive central Higgs production at LHC energy are listed in the If we consider a cross-section σ H = 100 fb as an optimistic estimate given by the table 1 one will get more then 30000 exclusive Higgs/year produced by DPE at the nominal LHC luminosity L = 10 34 cm −2 s −1 . Exclusive measurements allow well to suppress the signal/background ratio (S/B). As shown in reference [18] the significance S/ √ S + B of the Higgs observation in the process pp → pHp, H → bb during one year at a luminosity 10 33 is about 3σ even for the more pessimistic estimate for the Higgs cross-section of 3 fb (!). This value should be checked in a detailed full-GEANT simulation, but, if it is true, then the exclusive Higgs production by DPE would become competitive to the other Higgs channel, like H → γγ for which S/ √ S + B is about 4σ. In addition to glueballs and Higgs as central systems in the reaction 1, other objects (like 2 jets, light or heavy quarkonium, exotic extra dimension particle) can be studied.
Perspectives of the measurements

Low luminosity physics
To study an exclusive central production (reaction 1) we should measure the central particle X or its decay products and the 2 protons of the final state of the reaction. The typical pseudorapidity distributions are shown in fig.5 for the process, where X decays to 2π 0 with 4γ's in the final state. As can be seen, γ's are efficiently detected by the CMS 5 electromagnetic calorimeters (BARREL and ENDCAP). But CMS cannot trigger on the protons scattered with small angles (10 ≤ η ≤ 14) . This can be made using the TOTEM 6 forward tracking detectors located inside the beam-pipe, the so-called Roman Pots (RP). TOTEM will install several RP stations at distances from 100 to 215 meters along the beam. The general scheme of the measurements is shown in fig. 6 . Using the CMS+TOTEM facilities could be a unique opportunity to study the DPE reactions at LHC. -decrease the number of bunches, n T OT EM /n nom ≈ 10 −2 .
Such conditions led to the decline of the luminosity from L nom = 10 34 cm
The measurements can be performed in special runs during the early running-in phase of the LHC, taking periods of a few days. As has been mentioned above, the estimated number of DPE events (non-corrected by any efficiency) is about ≈ 350000 per day at this low luminosity.
To estimate the efficiency of DPE registration, resolution and background conditions, we used the program CMSJET [22] adapted to our purposes. This program provides a fast non-GEANT simulation of the CMS detector response. The reaction 1 with DPE, at √ s =14 TeV, has been generated using a modified version of the WA102 event generator. The distribution in x F of outgoing protons and in t, the four momentum transfer squared of the proton vertices, measured and parametrized by the WA102 experiment are used in the generation. The s dependence of these variables were taken into account according to reference [11] . The generation was made for neutral and charged decay channels of the central particle X. A detailed description of the generator and the results of the simulations are presented in reference [23] . Here we show some important figures and outcomes.
The mass dependence of the efficiency for the reaction pp → pXp, X → 2π o → 4γ is shown in fig.7 . The low energy gammas decrease the efficiency essentially because the noise terms in the resolution of the electromagnetic calorimeters are rather large. One can see on this figure that the gamma conversion and the energy cut in the Barrel ECAL strongly suppress the detection of the events. The mass resolution of the calorimeter 7 The β-function is an optical function of the collider defining the transverse size of the beam (σ * has been studied as a function of the X mass. The relative resolution on the X mass, dσ M /dM, decreases from 25% at 1 GeV to 10% at 5 GeV.
The same study has been performed for the charged decay channel of the X particle: pp → pXp, X → π − π + . It was required that 2 charged pions should be detected by the CMS tracker and the 2 protons by the Roman Pots. The result for the efficiency is shown in fig.8 .
The efficiency for tracks detection increases rapidly and becomes higher than the efficiency for proton detection above 2.5 GeV. Thus, above 3 GeV the efficiency is very high (close to 90%) and is only limited by the efficiency for proton detection. The mass resolution is about 0.7% above 2 GeV and rises up to ≈1.2% at 1 GeV, which is much better than in the case of neutral decays.
In order to investigate the background to the central production, we use the standard CMS set of PYTHIA's parameters for minimum bias 8 . In addition the processes which have similar kinematics to double Pomeron exchange (DPE), such as elastic scattering, single diffraction, double diffraction, are included in the background. All processes, generated for the background study, are listed in table 2. We included the process of DPE to PYTHIA [24] , using the above mentioned generator, and numbered it as 200. We suggest
Process
Number in Cross-section, Table 2 : Processes generated for the background study.
some requirements for the DPE selection which can be used for the trigger or for the off-line event analysis. The main one is the detection of one track in the forward Roman pots and one track in the backward ones. We use also different energy deposits in the 8 http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/Physics/btau/www/MB cards.html 9 CMS calorimeters for the background and for the DPE events and the absence of tracks in the TOTEM inelastic tracking detectors T1 and T2 covering a pseudorapidity region from 3 to 7. Such selection requirements allow a very effective background suppression, saving more than 85% of the DPE events. The ratio of DPE to background before and after selections is the following:
We can conclude that the CMS+TOTEM facility gives a unique and real opportunity to study reaction 1 at the LHC energy in the region of small mass (<10 GeV) of the central system X, where an intensive production by DPE of gluon rich states is predicted.
High luminosity physics
Measurements of the high mass central systems in reaction 1, for example Higgs or Radion, which have an extremely small cross-section are impossible at the luminosity L T OT EM = 10 28 cm −2 s −1 . But they can be made at the nominal LHC luminosity 10 34 . Taking into account the most pessimistic estimates of the cross-section for the central Higgs production, 3 fb, one expects 600 events per year (without taking in account any efficiency). The increase of the luminosity should be offset by a decrease in β * (β * nom = 0.5m) and, as a consequence, the worsening of some beam parameters, as the beam momentum and angular spread. The transverse size of the beam becomes larger at the distances 100÷200 meters, where TOTEM's RPs are located, and one can not use them for measurements of the diffractive scattered protons flying inside the beam. For the high luminosity runs it is suggested to install several additional RP stations at distances 300÷450 meters. One of the possible setup is shown in fig.9 . 0 0 1 1 00 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 11 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 00 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 11 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 00 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 11 0 0 1 1 0 1 00 00 11 11 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 00 00 11 11 00 11 00 00 11 11 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 00 00 11 11 00 11 00 00 11 11 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 00 00 11 11 00 11 0 0 1 1 00 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 11 0 0 1 1 0 1  T2   T1  TAS   Q1 Q2 Q3  D1  D2 Q4  Q5  Q8 Q9 Q10  Q7  Q6  TAN   RP2  RP1  RP3 RP4  RP5 For the optimization of the RPs positions and for the calculations of the efficiency and resolution of the forward protons detection by the tracking detectors inside RPs a special interface program has been created to link PYTHIA [24] and MAD [25] (Methodical Accelerator Design, that tracks protons in the LHC). The block-scheme of the program is shown in fig.10 . The program allows to calculate the trajectories of the protons scattered in the different physical processes generated by PYTHIA (or any program compatible with it) and then traced inside the beam-pipe. One bank of data carries the coordinates and momenta of the protons, as scattered as beam, at any points along the beam that one needs to study. The beam envelope, the shape of the scattered protons current can easily be plotted at different projections, transversal or longitudinal, at any point along the beam, see fig.11 . The spread of the beam momentum, the spread of the production angle and of the coordinates of the interaction at the interaction point (IP) can be included in the simulations. 2 ), the transverse momentum squared, and ξ. ξ is very important and should be measured for reaction 1, because if one measures ξ 1 for the forward proton and ξ 2 for the backward proton one can calculate the mass of the central system X by the simple formula (Missing Mass Method):
So one can calculate the X mass using the measurements of the RPs only, without CMS 9 . We made an estimate of the efficiency for proton detection by RPs located as shown in fig.9 and of the ξ resolution assuming a 30 µm coordinate resolution for the RPs tracking detectors. The calculations were made for an LHC optic related to β * = 0.5m. The result is shown in fig.12 . The green area on the (z, ξ) 2D plot shows the region of a non-zero efficiency for the proton detection. One can see that RP 5, 6 and 7 cover together the ξ interval from 0.002 to 0.02. Using equation 3 one can calculate the interval of the central masses which is measured by the missing mass method: from 28 to 280 GeV. This interval widely covers the limits on the Higgs mass obtained by LEPII and by a global fit of the Standard Model parameters: 114 GeV < M H < 205 GeV [26] . The relative ξ resolution and, accordingly, mass resolution in this interval vary from 2 to 5% depending on the ξ value, as can be seen in fig.12 . This is a first rough estimate which can be improved, but it is already promising for such a method. This has to be compared with the most optimistic estimate of the Higgs mass resolution via the H → γγ measurement that gives 1%. At present there is no full GEANT-like simulation for the background to the Higgs production (reaction 1), but analytical estimates were made in the reference [18] for the exclusive Higgs production pp → pHp, H → bb. As has been mentioned above, the authors of [18] estimate the significance S/ √ S + B of the Higgs observation during one year LHC run at a luminosity 10
33 to be about 3σ even for the more pessimistic (3 fb) Higgs cross-section. It makes the reaction 1 competitive to the other methods of Higgs measurements (for example, for the channel H → γγ: S/ √ S + B ≈ 4σ). Recently, new theoretical works have been published devoted to the calculation of the azimuthal angle between protons in the final state of reaction 1 as was done in the model of F.Close [3] . In [27] the authors try to estimate the behaviour of this angle for the SM scalar and pseudoscalar Higgses produced by DPE in reaction 1. If one knows from the theory such interdependence between J P C of the central particle and the above-mentioned azimuthal angle φ pp one can solve the inverse problem: defining the quantum numbers J P C of the central particle by measuring φ pp . Contrary to the traditional determination of J P C of the particle by the analysis of the angular distributions of its decay products (partial-wave analysis) one can define these quantum numbers by measuring the forward protons only, making the procedure much simpler.
Conclusion
We conclude that the CMS+TOTEM facility gives a unique opportunity to study the double Pomeron exchange at the LHC. Low mass central systems, having a high crosssection production in DPE (about 0.37 mb) can be studied at low luminosity (L T OT EM = 10 28 cm −2 s −1 ) in CMS and TOTEM common runs in the early running-in phase of the LHC. High mass central objects, like Higgs produced diffractively in DPE, have smaller cross-section (a few fb) and can be studied at the nominal LHC luminosity (L nom = 10 34 cm −2 s −1 ). Such study needs additional Roman Pots tracking detectors located at distances 300-400 m along the beam on both sides of CMS.
The study of the central production reaction at the LHC energy, where a pure double Pomeron exchange is predicted, gives a feeling of great achievement to understand the nature of the Pomeron and the underlying dynamics of the double Pomeron exchange, to solve the "glueball puzzle" and it gives a unique opportunity to make measurements of the exclusive Higgs production in DPE at LHC.
In this paper, CMS is given as an example but is also valid for ATLAS. In this context, BARREL and ENDCAP (two sub-detectors of CMS) should be replaced by their equivalent sub-detectors of ATLAS (with their pseudorapidity limits). In this way, TOTEM (an experiment with Roman pots in the beam pipe) should be understood, in the case of ATLAS, as Roman pots in the beam pipe on both sides of ATLAS.
